
PRICES - SCROLLER SERIES
SIZE HAIR LENGTH PRICE
0 1 3/4”
1 1 3/4”
3 1 3/4”
5 2”
6 2 1/4”

 BRUSHES
FOR PINSTRIPING, DESIGN & SCROLL WORK
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Used by all leading Body Shops for Paint Touch-Up and Pinstriping Finest quality squirrel hair Stripers made lacquer and
enamel resistant. The Sword Style is the best for all-around work. Excellent for auto body touch-up and pinstriping. Made
from 100% pure unmixed squirrel hair.

SIZE PRICE
00 13.80
0 14.40
1 15.75
2 16.95
3 18.35
4 19.65

SIZE PRICE
000 19.60
00 20.25
0 21.00
1 21.60
2 22.90
3 24.25
4 25.50

SIZE PRICE
5 x 0 23.50
3 x 0 23.50
00 23.50
0 24.50
1 24.95

SIZE PRICE
00 26.50
0 27.40
1 27.95
2 28.80

SIZE PRICE
00 25.40
0 26.25
1 27.00
2 27.80

SIZE PRICE
00 27.80
0 28.50
1 29.30
2 29.95

SIZE PRICE

XCaliber Striper

Series 10 - Original “Mack” Sword Striping Brush

What makes the special is its short hair length (only 1-1/2 inches vs. the average 2 inch & 2-1/4 inch).
This shorter hair length allows greater control for intricate designs as well as long lines.

XCaliber Striper
Available in 0000, 000, 00, & 0.

Original “Mack” Sword Striping Brush is made from 100% unmixed Blue Squirrel Hair. Hand crafted and shaped as it was
many years ago. Extra attention given to Quality Control with respect to shape & cleaning. The very finest grade of Blue
Squirrel. Our new “Blue” thread ferrule.

The “Mack-Lite”: The striper with less belly. The shape is similar to the “Old Dominican”, which was discontinued several
years ago. Made with kazan squirrel hair and bound with a brass ferrule. Length out is graduated from 1-5/8” to 2”.
Available in sizes 00, 0, 1, & 2

The “Mack-Belly”: Exactly like the “Mack-Lite”, only more “belly” to the shape in order to carry more paint. Same sizes &
length out as the “Mack-Lite”. Made with kazan squirrel hair.

SIZE PRICE
0000 22.85
000 23.50
00 24.00
0 24.75

Kafka Longliner Brushes Kafka Pinstriping Brushes
Scroller Series 1660

The Long Handle Striper is great for design work and hard to reach areas. Black lacquered handles. Graduated hair length from
1-5/8” to 2”. Brown kazan squirrel hair, seamless nickel ferrules. Overall length 8-1/2” to 9”. Available in sizes 000, 00, 0 & 1

Series 250 - The Long Handle Striper

The “Fast-Lite”: Similar to the “Mack-Lite”, only the hair length is longer, and it is made with blue squirrel hair. Length out
is graduated from 1-7/8” to 2 -1/4”. Available in sizes 00, 0, 1, & 2

20.75
20.75
20.75
21.25
21.25

Kafka Short Stroke Scroller
Series 3 - One size only - 22.50 

“Mack-Lite”

“Fast-Lite”

“Mack-Belly”

see detailed description heresee detailed description here

000
00
0
1

16.90
18.95
22.00
27.75

Series 20 - North America’s No. 1 Automotive Touch-Up Brush

http://www.graphiccommerce.com/44A.pdf
http://www.graphiccommerce.com/44A.pdf


Size 0 — 19.75 ea.          The size 0 brush is the smallest available. It’s capable of turning very tight corners and
very fine design work while still maintaining great line consistency due to the nature of design and combination
of synthetic and natural hair.

Size 1 — 19.75 ea.           The size 1 is slightly larger than the 0 and will perform the same as the 0 with a
slightly heavier line. As with all the Kafka brushes, they perform with oil-based enamels as well as urethane
striping paint.

Size 3 — 19.75 ea.            The size 3 will work in a wide variety of applications from scroll striping to shorter,
long-line designs. This brush will give the user greater control in all applications and flatten the learning curve
for novice stripers. The size 3 is also the most used favorite of its designer, Steve Kafka.

Size 5 —  19.95 ea.           The size 5, which is slightly larger than the size 3, holds more paint and will
accomplish heavier designs with ease. Depending on pressure, the line thickness can reach 1/4” and fine lines
to 1/16” in the other direction. This brush is a favorite for outlining larger flame layouts, cars, trucks, and semi
trucks.

Size 6 —  19.95 ea.           The size 6 will give you the heavier lines needed in many instances, but still can de-
liver delicate design work. It’s used for initial layouts followed by smaller sizes for more delicate additions in

Kafka Signature Series Scrollers  series 1660

Kafka Signature Series Longliners

Size 5/0 — 21.95 ea.            The 5/0 is the finest longliner brush available. It will lay pin lines for incredible
distances with ease and beautiful line quality. It soon will become the standard for the fine line stripers
everywhere.

Size 3/0 — 21.95 ea.             The 3/0 will match any brush currently available for fine line work, but
surpasses them all for durability, line quality, and control.

Size 00 —  21.95 ea.              The 00 is probably favored for lines on most cars. Other brands of brushes
include the size 00, but when you use our other sizes the reason for us making a variety becomes clear.

Size 0 —    22.75 ea.                The size 0 brush performs all longliner functions as the size 1, just not as
heavy. Synthetic and natural hairs are used for long life, line consistency, and control. 

Size 1 —    23.00 ea.                 Size 1, the largest brush of this series, holds lots of paint and will do over a
¼” (6.4 mm) line with ease. It will also do fine lines with less pressure perfectly

All Kafka signature series pinstriping brushes can turn corners without
“flare-out” and without the user “rolling the brush”— just lift and work
the tip for designs that usually take years to master. Works equally well
with urethanes and oil-based enamels

This series of longliner brushes was designed to run consistent, long lines with greater line quality
and control. The handles were left long so they may be trimmed to fit inside the web of your hand,
or to use as they are. The longliner series has received incredible accolades from all of the top long-
line pinstripers 

we have a shorter version of our number one seller, the #3 signature series scrolling brush. This will
help the new pinstriper navigate intricate loops and scroll designs easily and flame outlines will be
achieved with greater ease. 
It has a gold plated ferrule, a dark stained natural wood handle, and the most successful hair
combination.  One size only. - 21.00 ea.

Kafka Design Series Short Stroke Brush

PINSTRIPING BRUSHES
  click here to
see video  

NOV. 9, 2015

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BEsiG7ua_fc&feature=player_detailpage
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PIN STRIPING 2 mil cast high performance vinyl. 8
year exterior durability.Available in over
50 colours. See KPMF - STANDARD 
& METALLIC colour range on page 2
of  this catalogue or refer to our SMF
colour card. Priced by the 55 yard roll.

1/4” 23.35 1” 54.35 4” 159.00
1/2” 34.75 2” 83.40 5” 198.00

SIZE PRICE SIZE PRICE SIZE PRICE

TAPES

Adhesive on both sides of tape. Excellent for
mounting.
Easy to use. Holds very tightly.

ESACLLUFESACHTDIW BROKEN CASE
1/2”x 36 yd. 48 8.25 7.25ea.
3/4”x 36 yd. 36 11.95 10.95
1”x 36 yd. 24 16.25 14.60

(12mm)1/2” 7.95
11.95

(24mm) 13.951”

1/4” 28.35 1” 97.50 4” 372.00
1/2” 54.60 2” 191.00 5” 439.00
3/4” 81.40 3” 273.00 6” 534.00

SIZE PRICE SIZE PRICE SIZE PRICE

DOUBLE SIDED TAPE

FOAM TAPE - rolls: 33 metres/36 yds.

3/4” 49.75 3” 106.85 6” 230.00 
The above is Clear PremaskedThe above is Clear Premasked The above is Paper Premasked 

SOLVENT RESISTANT TAPE 
Durable, white polyethylene reinforced cloth
tape is pressure sensitive. Has tremendous
tack. Perfect for sealing off inside of frames,
protecting edges and guides, etc. Molds into
all crevices and corners. Simply removed. 

2”x60 d.roll-29.65

3/4" (18mm)

                                

A 1/16” cross-linked polyethylene foam tape, double coated
with a solvent-based acrylic pressure sensitive adhesive.
Can be applied to any clean smooth surface.
Capable of holding great weights.
Used for mounting, cushioning, and vibration-damping.

        SIGNWRITERS TAPE - 3/8" Green x 72 yd.     -  rolls- 2.15 per roll        

PACKAGING TAPE- Clear 3” core

BANNER TAPE 
1” x 60 yds - Double Coated 
Has a  very aggressive    

acrylic adhesive.                 
Used in  hemming                      
& bonding vinyl materials              
Roll- 29.95

a

Great for vehicle wraps an d
window wraps

Available in 50 Meter 3.5 1 mm

CRYSTAL CLEAR - # 106-54   Double Coated Adhesive Film
TRANSPARENCY MOUNTING FILM

                                  
ROLLS     CUT PIECES

        
54" X 50 YARDS

Ideal for adhering name plates, plastic to plastic,
posters to smooth surfaces, 
transparencies to plexiglass 
in light boxes, etc.

Knifeless Tape

esign Line Tape Knifeless Perf Line
1/4” x 164 ft.  43.95

Knifeless Bridge Line
1/2” x 164 ft.  52.90

Knifeless Tri-line
6mm x 164 ft. 47.95
9mm x 164 ft. 47.95

Kn feless tape is a tape 
that can be used to cut
graphic film without a knife

www.graphiccommerce.com

watch demo videos

see specs

click here for video

2”x 100 metres - “Shurtape” Brand  2.35 roll       
3” x 100 metres  “Shurtape”  Brand    3.85 roll 
less 10% on cases - (2” -36rolls case -   3”-24 rolls case)

203 Masking Tape

60 yd rolls

   685.00     17.15 yd. 

41

1/8” x 164 ft. 43.95
3.95 

Knifeless Finish Line
1/8” x 164 ft. 43.95 

100621

The Standard of the Industry3M™ General Purpose
 Built on a foundation of
innovation, it sticks to many
surfaces and removes cleanly
with no residue.

REFLECTIVE STRIPING
KIWA Premium fleetgrade reflective vinyl.      7 year
exterior durability. Conforms to flat, irregular, and
corrugated surfaces.
Available in 10 colours. - Sold in 50 yard rolls.
See colour range for KIWA reflective on our
SMF colour card.

3/4”
1” 
1 1/2”
2”

2.55
3.25
4.85
6.25

48
36
24
24

2.25 ea.
2.85
4.20
5.60

WIDTH PRICE PRICE CASE

Part Case Full Case

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qGQw5n4Kv-0&feature=player_detailpage
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-8RakJ4u_1U&feature=youtu.be
http://www.graphiccommerce.com/knifeless%20tape.pdf

